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Abstract 
Database systems for computer-aided design (CAD) are characterised by 
structural complexity and nonstandard relationship types. Integrity constraints 
typically describe the semantics of these relationships. Enforcing such con
straints in the face of user-initiated changes to the database is necessary to 
ensure that the database is consistent and the corresponding design is valid. 
Typically, update rules are specified to maintain integrity constraints. In this 
paper, we concentrate on the automatic generation of update rules from in
tegrity constraints. Our methodology generates two types of update rules, 
which are guaranteed to result in a consistent database state. The database 
designer is provided with the flexibility of alternative semantics as a result of 
the two update rule types. Tests for integrity violations and repair actions are 
both generated during a single analysis. The underlying formalism expresses 
constraints, updates, and rules within the same language; thus the same proof 
theory applies to all components. This simplifies the overall analysis and en
ables concise correctness proofs. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Database systems for computer-aided design (CAD) are characterised by 
structural complexity and nonstandard relationship types. Structural com
plexity occurs because a typical CAD object is made up of many sub-objects. 
Much of the meaning of a CAD object is based on relationships among its 
component objects. In particular, the behavior of the object is often deter
mined by the kind of relationships among its component objects. For example, 
consider a design for a wall containing a window assembly. The wall contains 
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a hole for the window, the window void, which in turn contains the window 
assembly. The window assembly itself is made up of a frame and at least one 
pane of glass. If the window void containing the window assembly is deleted, 
the window assembly must be moved; it is physically impossible for it to be 
contained by the wall at this point. If, on the other hand, only the window 
frame is moved, the object representing the window assembly must be deleted, 
even though the frame, pane and window void objects remain behind. This 
is because a window assembly object represents an aggregation of component 
objects which fit together in a particular way; once the physical connection is 
broken, the assembly no longer exists. 

Integrity constraints typically describe the semantics of these relationships. 
Enforcing such constraints in the face of user-initiated changes to the database 
is necessary to ensure that the database is consistent and the corresponding 
design is valid. Integrity maintenance rules, which can be specified when the 
database schema is designed, can be used to enforce the integrity constraints. 
Unfortunately, such rules are difficult to correctly specify. 

The synthesis of integrity maintenance rules can be viewed as a sequential 
two-phase process. The first phase, rule generation, has as input the set of 
integrity constraints and outputs candidate rules to enforce them. The second 
phase, rule analysis, determines rule behavioral properties, such as termi
nation, uniqueness of the final state (confluence), and whether or not their 
execution will have a unique sequence of observable actions (determinism). 
The results of the rule analysis phase may be used as criteria for selecting 
from the candidate rules, which were produced in the rule generation phase. 

The focus of this paper is on the process of rule generation. In our view, 
any approach towards rule generation should satisfy the following criteria: 
(1) The database designer should have a choice in rule execution semantics. 
For example, a given constraint can often be satisfied either by denying an 
update that would result in an inconsistent database state, or by allowing the 
update and executing corrective actions to restore consistency. (2) Update 
rules should be generated automatically from integrity constraints and should 
be provably correct. (3) The updates that may violate a constraint (threat
ening updates, in this work) and repair actions which assist in restoring a 
consistent state (assisting updates) should be automatically identified. (4) 
This analysis should be done at compile time, to the extent possible. In this 
paper we report on our efforts to develop a rule generation methodology. This 
methodology satisfies these criteria and permits a simpler and more integrated 
approach to rule generation than in related literature (Ceri et al. 1994, Ceri et 
al. 1990, Qian 1990, Urban et al. 1990, Urban et al. 1992, Urban et al. 1992). 

We previously introduced a formal system called Event-Formula Logic (EFL) 
(Brawner et al. 1998) for characterising correctness of database updates. 
This earlier work was based on algorithmic logic (Mirk et al. 1986), a for
mal system for analysing iterative programs. Here we apply EFL to the 
problem of updating design databases. We introduce a rule methodology in 
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which the database designer can choose among alternative update seman
tics formulated in two rule types: a Condition/Action (CA) rule and an Ac
tion/Condition/Correction (ACC) rule. EFL expresses constraints, updates, 
and rules within the same language; thus the same proof theory applies to all 
components. This simplifies the overall analysis and enables concise correct
ness proofs. Update rules, threatening and assisting updates are automatically 
derived through efficient syntactic methods and are provably correct. 

Most work in the area of rule generation represents integrity constraints 
using some variant of FOL because of its unambiguous declarative semantics 
(Nicolas et al. 1978). Typically, an operational semantics is used for update 
rules for ease of implementation. The problem with this is that it is difficult to 
prove that the method of generating update rules from integrity constraints 
is correct. Having the same formal semantics for constraints and update rules 
simplifies the correctness proof of the algorithm for generating update rules. 
This is a particularly distinguishing contribution of our work. 

1.1 Related Work 

Related work in the area of rule generation includes CONTEXT (Urban et 
al. 1990, Urban et al. 1992, Urban et al. 1992) and the work ofCeri and Widom 
(Ceri et al. 1990, Ceri et al. 1994). In CONTEXT, constraints in first-order 
logic (FOL) are transformed into Horn clauses. A complex constraint can map 
to several Horn clauses; consequently, variables bound in the FOL constraint 
that are mapped into more than one Horn clause are no longer related. The 
constraint graphs, in addition to facilitating an effective analysis algorithm, 
tie together variables appearing in Horn clauses generated from the same FOL 
constraint. The analysis identifies threatening operations and automatically 
generates repair actions as components of Integrity Maintenance Production 
Rules (IMPRs). In contrast, integrity constraints in this paper are analysed 
in their normalised FOL representation, eliminating transformations and thus 
simplifying both the analysis and the correctness proofs. In the work of Ceri 
et al. (Ceri et al. 1994, Ceri et al. 1990), rules are automatically generated 
from constraints using the concept of invalidating operations, which are those 
operations which can result in the violation of an integrity constraint. Invali
dating operations, which are determined based on syntactic analysis, form the 
triggers of integrity enforcing rules. In our work, we introduce a formal ba
sis for proving the correctness of threatening updates, which are equivalent to 
invalidating operations, and a more concise syntactic method for their deriva
tion. In addition, we introduce the dual notion of assisting updates, which are 
candidate corrective actions generated simultaneously with the threatening 
updates. 

Qian introduces a unified framework in the area of transaction synthesis 
(Qian 1990). Here, a first-order situational logic-based method is introduced 
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for deriving transactions from specifications. The transactions generated are 
guaranteed to preserve the validity of integrity constraints. This approach, 
however, is too restrictive in applications where it is appropriate to allow 
temporarily inconsistent database states with a promise of later restoration 
to consistency via propagated repair actions. 

Schewe et al. (Schewe et al. 1992) introduce an approach to the integrity en
forcement problem in object-oriented databases. For each class in the schema, 
the methods are automatically augmented to enforce the schema constraints. 
The constructed method is minimal with respect to the degree by which the 
given method is augmented. An analogous but model independent result is ob
tained in our paper by applying the notion of the weakest precondition (Mirk 
et al. 1986) as the formal machinery underlying the rule generator. Wuthrich 
(Wuthrich 1993) introduces an efficient method for enforcing constraints in 
knowledge bases. An update, which includes any necessary repair actions, is 
derived from a given update and the constraints. The solution is minimal 
though not unique. Generating all minimal solutions is avoided by requiring 
user interaction when the next step in the derivation is non-deterministic. Fra
ternali (Fraternali et al. 1993) provides a concise survey of related literature. 

The rule generation methodology introduced in this paper has four princi
pal advantages. First, it provides a unifying formal framework for specifying 
constraints, operations, and rules. This framework simplifies the proving of 
important meta-properties, such as soundness and completeness. A soundness 
result for derived rules is given. While in general, completeness escapes for
malisation due to the designer interaction that may be necessary to arbitrate 
among alternative corrective actions, with some simplifying assumptions, a 
completeness result is also obtained. Second, this approach gives us a purely 
syntactic method for identifying invalidating operations. Third, the approach 
generalises easily towards analysing multiple constraints. As in (Qian 1990), 
multiple constraints can be conjuncted and then analysed. Lastly, the rules are 
easily transformed into production rules or ECA rules, which are languages 
typically used by current methods for the second phase, rule analysis (Widom 
et al. 1992, Ceri et al."1994, Ceri et al. 1990, Urban et al. 1992). 

2 PROBLEM DOMAIN 

Our example domain is a CAD database that stores information about build
ing plans. Such a database would be manipulated by architects during the 
course of designing a building. The details of this system have been reported 
in (Peckham et al. 1995). In particular, its data model is based on both ob
jects and relationships. We consider the problem of moving the components 
of a window assembly for illustration. The components of a window assembly 
may be seen in Figure 1. 

This operation affects the various part relationships which model this ex
ample, which can be seen in Figure 2. A window is modeled by a window 
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Figure 1 Components of a simple window assembly 

assembly which is composed of a window frame and its related glass pane(s). 
Positional dependencies exist among the objects. A frame must "fit" in the 
window assembly. When a frame is moved its position is re-calculated. If its 
new position fails to satisfy the position dependency with its window assembly, 
then that part relationship is updated. At schema design time the specifica
tion of these integrity constraints serves as input to the process of deriving 
integrity maintenance rules. 

Each object instance contains both symbolic and geometric information. For 
example, a door's color is part of its symbolic aspect, whereas its shape and 
position are part of its geometric aspect. There are many types of assemblies 
in a building in which the components are of predetermined types and fit 
together in a predictable way. Door and window assemblies are examples. 
In the current prototype, a window assembly is modeled fairly simplistically, 
consisting only of a frame and pane of glass, as shown in Figure 1. In turn, 
window assemblies fit into window voids. 

Each type of object which could participate in an assembly carries with it a 
set of default "mate points" - points on the solid which would normally connect 
to points on other objects in an assembly. For example, on a pane of glass, 
these points would be defined as default mate points as in Figure 3. Knowledge 
of how to fit two objects together in an assembly can be expressed as mating 
constraints, which are a way of specifying contact between points, lines, or 
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surfaces on solids to be assembled (Mullins et al. 1993). Mating constraints 
can be associated with either object or relationship instances. For example, 
the constraint specifying how to fit the components of a window assembly 
together is associated with the window assembly class, while knowledge of 
how to fit a window void into a wall rests with the part relationship type 
defined between walls and window voids. 

In the case of three-point coincidence, the assembly semantics might be 
determined by these mating constraints 

coincides(OlHatePtl,02HatePtl) 
coincides(OlHatePt2,02HatePt2) 
coincides(OlHatePt3,02HatePt3) 

Therefore, if the WindowAssembly is moved and the mating constraints no 
longer hold, then the part relationship must be broken and possibly recreated. 
Currently, we only support simple point coincidence, but this approach can 
be extended to other kinds of mating constraints as in (Kramer 1991). 

w1 :Wall~ectlon 
I 
I 

: (additive part) 
I 
I . 

wv:WlndowVold 
I 
I 
I 

: (additive part) 
I 
I 

wa:WlndowAssembly 

/ ~m_.'Part) 
11 :WlndowFrame p1 :WlndowPane 

Figure 2 Relationship diagram for a wall section and window assembly 

2.1 Formal Representation 

A database designer constructs a conceptual specification to define the set of 
consistent states ofthe database. The specification restricts the states to those 
which accurately model the application. The specification can be viewed as 
a theory with its semantics given by the underlying database. The EFL lan
guage (Brawner et al. 1998) formally expresses conceptual specifications and 
is characterised by a model-theoretic semantics. The key point in expressing 
the properties of database updates is the dynamic formula M a, where M 
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is an event and a is a formula. Of particular interest are the atomic events 
corresponding to the insertion and deletion of objects and relationships, and 
the rule events. The meaning of an event is given by the assignment of a 
binary relation over database states. The binary relation consists of the set 
of all pairs of possible states before and after the execution of the event. In 
contrast, the meaning of a static formula, a, is given by its satisfaction with 
respect to a particular database state and a valuation; i.e. an assignment of 
constants to the variables in a. We restrict our attention here to integrity 
constraints modeled as static formulas. The dynamic formula M a is satisfied 
in the current database state if a is satisfied in the database state reached 
after M executes. For example, the dynamic formula < +r > a is satisfied 
in a database state I if and only if the formula a is satisfied in the database 
state J that results from inserting the atomic formula T into the state I. The 
reader is referred to the appendix for the formal definition of the language 
and semantics of EFL. 

m~ 
~ 

mp1 

mp2 ........... 

Figure 3 A pane and default mate points 

2.2 Examples 

We give the following constraints and corresponding update rules to use for 
illustration in the discussion that follows. 
Constraint 1: A window assembly must have a frame. 

WindowAssemb(W A) ~ 3F(Frame(F) A has_part(WA, F)) 

Update Rule: If a has_part relationship is deleted then the corresponding 
W indowAssemb object is also deleted. 
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< -has_part(W A, F) >; 
< if (Frame(F) " WindowAssemb(W A)) then 

< -WindowAssemb(W A) > 
fi> 

Constraint 2: The frame and pane mate points must coincide. 

(WindowAssemb(W A) "Frame(F) " Pane(P) 
Ahas_part(W A, F)" has_part(W A, P)) ~ 

3x, y(M atePoints(F, x) A M atePoints(P, y) "coincides(x, y)) 

where coincides is interpreted as a Boolean function. 
An object's mate points are dependent on its position in the world co

ordinate system, or on its transformation matrix. We can incorporate this 
dependence into our system using a function (or method) </J, which assigns 
to each transformation matrix T M and Frame F, an ordered set of world 
mate points M Pw. The positional dependency can then be modeled by the 
following 
Constraint 3: 

Position(F, TM) A MatePoints(F, MPw ) ~ </J(TM,F) = MPw 

Then we can consider the operation < move(F, TM, TM2) >, defined as 

< -position(F,TM) >;< +position(F,TM2) > 

Update Rule: 

< move(F, TM, TM2) >; 
<if MatePoints(F, M Pw) A -,coincides(</J(TM2, F), M Pw) then 

< -M atePoints(F, M Pw) >; 
< +MatePoints(F,</J(TM2,F)) > 

fi> 

It is important to note that one update rule can trigger another, leading to 
propagations across the database. For example, the following rule chain can 
be derived. 

< move(F,TM,TM2) > ; 
< if (WindowAssemb(W A) A Frame(F) 

"Pane(P) " has_part(W A, F) 
"has_part(W A, P) A M atePoints(P, </J(T M, F)) 
,,-,(coincides(</J(TM2, F), </J(TM, F)) then 

< -has_parl(W A, F) > ; 
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< -WindowAssemh(WA) > 
fl.> 

The rule chain is constructed by substituting integrity maintenance rules for 
the corresponding atomic updates in the action components of other rules. 
The atomic updates being replaced are the triggers for the rules that are 
replacing them. The replacement is consistent with the inductive definition of 
events in EFL and hence the result is guaranteed to be a syntactically correct 
rule. 

3 INTEGRITY CONSTRAINT ANALYSIS 

In order to derive update rules, some formal machinery is needed to relate 
updates and static formulas in such a way that the formula is guaranteed 
to hold after the update executes. This formalism facilitates an automatic 
procedure for deriving update rules; furthermore, the underlying logic allows 
us to prove the correctness of the derived update rules. The approach taken 
here is to apply the notion of the weakest precondition as the key component 
of the formalism. This section defines this notion and shows its equivalence to 
a syntactic variation of an integrity constraint with respect to a given update. 
This equivalence is the basis for the automatic derivation procedure. 

3.1 Preliminary Notions 

An integrity constraint is interpreted as a static first-order formula. As pre
viously mentioned, a static formula is one without updates. Formulas are not 
restricted to be Horn clauses with the concomitant difficulties that would 
entail (Urban et al. 1990). Instead, our representation is the standard con
junctive normal form (CNF) in first-order predicate logic. For convenience, 
we recall the standard definition below, along with the notions of reduced 
CNF and ordering with respect to a specific atomic formula. 

Let P = {Pl. ... , Pn} be a finite set of distinct atomic formulas. A formula 
is in conjunctive normal form with respect to P if and only if it has the form 

(Pu V ... V PIn) /\ (P2I V ... V P2n ) /\ ... /\ (Pm! V ... V Pmn ) 

where each Pij is either Pj or "'Pj. Furthermore, the conjunctive normal 
form is reduced if and only if there does not exist an equivalent formula in 
conjunctive normal form with respect to any proper subset of P. For example, 
the formula 
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is in conjunctive normal form with respect to {Pi, P2}, but not reduced con
junctive normal form, since 

and P2 is in conjunctive normal form with respect to {P2} C {Pl, P2}. Finally, 
we say that the reduced conjunctive normal form is ordered with respect to an 
atomic formula T if T is the first atomic formula in each conjuncted clause 
and the conjuncted clauses are ordered so that the ones in which T appears 
as a positive literal come first. In terms of the notation above, this means Tis 
Pl and there exists an integer k, 0:::; k :::; m, such that P,.l is Pl for 1 :::; r:::; k 
and -'P1 for k < r :::; m. 

3.2 The Weakest Precondition 

After normalisation, a constraint is analysed with respect to a particular up
date M to determine its weakest precondition (Mirk et al. 1986). The im
portance of the weakest precondition in our analysis cannot be overstated; it 
is a formula that can be tested in the current database state to determine 
whether a given update will result in an inconsistent database state. This no
tion is the basis for the conditions in the update rules described in section 5: 
the Conditionf Action (CA) rule and the Action/Condition/Correction (ACC) 
rule. If the execution of a given update might result in an inconsistent data
base state, these update rules can either roll back the threatening update, or 
perform corrective action to restore consistency. 

Definition 1 The weakest precondition of a formula a with respect to an 
event M is a formula f3 such that 

1. f3 => M a (i. e. f3 is a precondition); and 
2. if'Y => M a for some formula 'Y then 'Y => f3. 

It is clear that M a itself is the weakest precondition since it trivially satisfies 
both conditions. We seek to determine an equivalent static formula with which 
we can test prior to execution whether the execution of an event will result 
in the violation of an integrity constraint. Our candidate for this weakest 
precondition in the case of atomic updates is the static formula defined below, 
which we term the discatenation of a with respect to M. 

Definition 2 Let M be an atomic update event < +T > (respectively, < 
-T » and a a static formula. The discatenation of a with respect to M is a 
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static formula (J such that 

(J/\T¢:}O:/\T 

(respectively, (J /\ (-'T) ¢:} 0: A (-'T)) 

and T does not appear in the conjunctive normal form of (J. 

Notice that if T does not appear in the conjunctive normal form of 0: then 
the discatenation of 0: with respect to both < +T > and < -T > is simply 0: 

itself. 

Lemma 1 Let 0: be a static formula with distinct atomic formulas T, P21 

Pa, ... ,Pn and reduced conjunctive normal form ordered with respect to T: 

0: ¢:} (T V P I2 V ... V PIn) /\ ... A (T V Pk2 V ... V Pkn) A 

(-'T V P(k+1)2 V ... V P(k+I)n) /\ ... /\ (-'T V Pm2 V ... V Pmn ) 

where each Pij is either Pj or -,Pj for i ~ 2. Then 

1. the discatenation (J of 0: with respect to < +T > is given by 

(J ¢:} (P(k+l)2 V ... V P(k+l)n) /\ ... /\ (Pm2 V ... V Pmn ) ; and 

2. the discatenation (J of 0: with respect to < -T > is given by 

Proof. From the laws of DeMorgan and distribution 

0: /\ T ¢:} (P(k+l)2 V ... V P(k+l)n) /\ ... /\ (Pm2 V ... V Pmn ) /\ T and 

0: /\ (-'T) ¢:} (P12 V··· V PIn) /\ ... /\ (Pk2 V··· V Pkn ) /\ (-'T) , 

whence follow the formulas for (J given above. 0 

Notice that the conjunctive normal form given above for (J may not be reduced. 
In general, we will express the discatenation in reduced conjunctive normal 
form; in that case, the form is unique up to rearrangement of literals. 

The following theorem shows that the discatenation is indeed the weakest 
precondition with respect to atomic update events. The proof is given in the 
appendix. 

Theorem 2 If M is an atomic update event and 0: is any static formula then 
the weakest precondition of 0: with respect to M is the discatenation (J of 0: 

with respect to M. 
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Example 1 We use constraint 1 in the previous section for illustration. 

a: WinAssemb(W A) --+ (3F(Frame(F) /I. has_part(W A, F))) 

The Skolemised version is: 

a* : WinAssemb(W A) --+ (Frame(u(W A)) /I. has_part(W A, u(W A))) 

where u is the Skolem function replacing the existential operator. We use 
W, I, and h as abbreviations for WinAssemb(WA), Frame(u(W A)), and 
has_part(W A, u(W A)), respectively. 

We give the reduced conjunctive normal form (CNF) representation of a* 
with respect to each of these three atomic formulas, W, I, and h, and give 
the weakest preconditions for the corresponding atomic updates. Ordered with 
respect to W, a* is equivalent to 

(-,W V 1 V h) /I. (-,W V 1 V -,h) /I. (-,W V -,1 V h). 

The weakest precondition with respect to < +W > is thus 

(3 {:} (J V h) /I. (J V -,h) /I. (-,1 V h), 

and the weakest precondition with respect to < - W > is the trivial formula 
true, since the positive literal W does not appear in the CNF representation 
of a·. In other words, if W is deleted, then a* will always be satisfied in the 
resulting database state. 

Ordered with respect to I, a* is equivalent to 

(J V -,W V h) /I. (J V -,W V -,h) /I. (-,1 V -,W V h), 

and the weakest precondition of a* with respect to < -I > is 

(3 {:} (-,W V h) /I. (-,W V -,h) 

{:} -'W. 

Meanwhile, the weakest precondition of a* with respect to < +1 > is 

which is logically implied by the constraint a*. This means that if a* is 
satisfied in the current database state, then it will also be satisfied in the 
state resulting from the execution of < +1 >. We make this notion precise in 
the next section with the definition of threatening and assisting updates. 
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Similarly, ordered with respect to h, 0'* is equivalent to 

(h V --,W V I) A (h V --,W V --,1) A (--,h V --,W V I). 

The weakest precondition of 0'* with respect to < -h > is 

¢:> --,W, 

and the weakest precondition of 0'* with respect to < +h > is 

--,WVf, 

which is also logically implied by 0'*. 

In summary, three of the six updates described, < -W >, < +f >, and < 
+h >, have a weakest precondition that is logically implied by the constraint 
0'*. This means that if 0'* is satisfied in the current database state, then 
it will also be satisfied in the state resulting from the execution of any of 
these three updates. This is not the case for the other updates, < +W >, 
< - f >, and < -h >. In the notation of the following section, we say that 
the updates < +W >, < -f >, and < -h > threaten the constraint 0'*, while 
the others do not. In fact, for each of the other three updates, it is possible 
to move from a state in which 0'* is not satisfied to one in which it is; in this 
context we say that < - W >, < + f >, and < +h > assist 0'*. In the next 
section we define these terms and, more importantly, provide an algorithm for 
determining which updates threaten or assist a given constraint. 

4 THREATENING AND ASSISTING UPDATES 

In the maintenance of integrity constraints, we assume that the database state 
is consistent prior to the update; i.e. it satisfies all integrity constraints. Thus, 
the primary focus is on updates which threaten integrity constraints. However, 
another relevant class of updates is those which assist integrity constraints 
by restoring consistency in a database where the constraint is not currently 
satisfied. We now formally define these notions. We refer to S as the set of all 
database states and to 1 as an element of S. 

Definition 3 Let M be an event and a a static formula. 

1. M threatens a if and only if 31 E S such that 1 1= a and 1 1= --, (M a); 
2. M assists a if and only if 31 E S such that 1 1= --'0' and 1 1= MO'. 
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Given an atomic update < +T > or < -T >, where T is a positive literal, 
we express each integrity constraint in which T appears in reduced conjunctive 
normal form, ordered with respect to T: 

where each clause Cj is of the form Pi! V Pj2 V··· V Pin, 

p.. {T if i $ k; or 
,1 <=> -'T if i > k ' 

each Pjj is either Pj or -,Pj, and {T, P2, ... , Pn} is a set of distinct positive 
literals. 

Definition 4 We say that two clauses Cj and Cj of (the reduced GNF form 
of) 0: match if Ci is of the form 

and Cj is of the form 

Notice that it is not possible for every clause in 0: to have a matching clause, 
since then 0: would be of the form 

(T V P12 V ... V PIn) /I. ... /I. (T V Pk2 V··· V Pkn) /I. 

(-'T V P12 V··· V PIn) /I. ... /I. (-'T V Pk2 V ... V Pkn) 

<=> (PI2 V ... V PIn) /I. ... /I. (Pk2 V ... V Pkn) . 

The latter formula is in conjunctive normal form with respect to a proper 
subset of {T, P2, ... , Pn }, which contradicts the assumption that the original 
conjunctive normal form of 0: was reduced. 

The following theorems show how to decide whether an atomic update 
threatens an integrity constraint. The proof of the first theorem is given in 
the appendix; the proof of the second is entirely analogous. 

TheorelD 3 Let T be a positive literal, and 

a static formula in conjunctive normal form, ordered with respect to T as 
above. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
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1. < +T > threatens 0; 
2. < -T > assists 0; 

3. There is at least one clause Gi with i > k that does not have a matching 
clause. 

Theorem 4 Let T be a positive literal, and 

a static formula in conjunctive normal form, ordered with respect to T as 
above. Then the following statements are equivalent: 

1. < -T > threatens 0; 

2. < +T > assists 0; 
3. There is at least one clause Gi with i :s: k that does not have a matching 

clause. 

The third condition in Theorems 3 and 4 provides an efficient method for 
determining precisely which updates threaten which constraints. The equiv
alence of the first and third conditions guarantees that a complete list of all 
threatening updates can be generated. Furthermore, the dual equivalence of 
threatening insertions and assisting deletions, and vice versa, will be utilised in 
Section 5 to restore the satisfaction of constraints using the Action/Condition/ 
Correction (ACe) rule. 

Example 2 We continue our discussion of the constraint 

0" : W -+ f 1\ h 

in Example 1 of section 3. With respect to W, 0" is equivalent to 

(-, W V f V h) 1\ (..., W V f V ...,h) 1\ (-, W V ..., f V h). 

In this case k = 0 since W does not appear as a positive literal; consequently, 
< +W > threatens 0" since there exist three clauses Gi, i > 0 without a 
matching clause. Meanwhile, < - W > does not threaten 0" since there are 
no clauses Gi with i :s: o. 

With respect to f, 0* is equivalent to 

(f V -.W V h) 1\ (f V -.W V -.h) 1\ (-.f V -.W V h). 

Here k = 2 and the first and third clauses match. Thus, < + f > does not 
threaten 0* since G3 has a matching clause, and < - f > does threaten 0* 

since G2 does not have a matching clause. 
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Similarly, with respect to h, cr* is equivalent to 

(h V...,W V I)" (h V...,W V""I)" (...,h v...,W V I), 

k = 2, < +h > does not threaten cr*, while < -h > does threaten Q* since 
C2 has no matching clause. 

Using Theorems 3 and 4, the preceding analysis also shows that the updates 
that assist Q* are < +W >, < - f > and < -h >. We will discuss the 
implementation of assisting updates in the context of the corrections in the 
Action/Condition/Correction (ACe) rule of section 5. 

5 UPDATE RULES 

In this section two rule types are introduced for supporting the design of cor
rect update semantics. The rule types correspond to the following natural in
terpretations for integrity maintenance: (1) a rule type that tests whether the 
update will violate the integrity of a constraint before the update is executed, 
and (2) a rule type that executes the update, and then performs corrective 
action if necessary to maintain integrity. Rollback of an update is viewed here 
as a form of corrective action. In the first type, the Condition/Action (CA) 
rule, the condition must be true in order for the update to execute; other
wise it is not executed. In the second type, the Action/Condition/Correction 
(ACC) rule, the update executes, and if the condition is true then corrective 
action is executed to restore a consistent database. Given an integrity con
straint and an update which could result in this constraint being violated, the 
derivation procedure automatically derives the condition in the CA rule and 
the condition and corrective action in the ACC rule. The formal basis in EFL 
is a significant advantage for using these rules analyses rather than other rule 
approaches, such as ECA(McCarthy et al. 1989). The logic-theoretic seman
tics provided by EFL permit straightforward correctness proofs shown later 
in this section. 

5.1 Condition/Action (CA) Rule 

The CA rule focuses on the updates which threaten an integrity constraint. 
From the previous analysis for an arbitrary constraint, we have the weakest 
precondition with respect to each threatening update. This fulfills the neces
sary parameter for the CA rule. 

Definition 5 Given a static formula f3 that is equivalent to the weakest pre-
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condition of an integrity constmint a with respect to an atomic update M 
which threatens a, the corresponding Condition/Action (CA) rule is given by 

< if f3 then M fi > . 

The CA rule is an event in EFL and thus can participate in subsequent anal
yses. Since f3 is the weakest precondition, if the specified condition is true, 
then a database resulting from the execution of M satisfies a. 

Example 3 Let 

a* : W ~ (f 1\ h) 

be the constraint studied in the previous section, and let < + W > be the 
proposed update which threatens a*. The weakest precondition of a* with 
respect to < + W > is 

(f V h) 1\ (f V -,h) 1\ (-,/ V h); 

so the CA rule for this update would be 

5.2 Action/Condition/Correction (ACC) Rule 

In the ACC rule we focus on the set of atomic updates that assist a* as well. 
The trigger in the AC rule is a threatening update. The Condition is derived 
also from the weakest precondition as in the CA rule. Those updates that 
assist a* are the source for the corrective actions in the ACC rule. Since f3 
is complete in the sense that it expresses all clauses which must be satisfied 
for the constraint not to be violated after the update executes, -,f3 is used 
to imply corrective action is necessary. The disjunctive normal form of -,f3 
supplies a disjunct of mutually exclusive clauses, each signaling the need for 
corrective action. The structure of each clause, i.e. the conjuncted literals, 
determines the specific candidate updates for corrective action, from the set 
of assisting updates. 

Definition 6 Let M be an atomic update that threatens a constmint a, and 
let f3 be the weakest precondition for a with respect to M. The corresponding 
Action/Condition/Correction (ACC) rule is given by 
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M; < if (31 then Ml 
elseif (32 then M2 

elseif (3n then Mn 
H> 

1. -0(3 ¢} (31 V (32 V ... V (3n (disjunctive normal form); 
2. M1 , M2 , ... , Mn are sequences of updates that assist a; and 
3. for all i, 1 ~ i ~ n, either (3; => M; (3 or M; undoes M. 
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In other words, each event M; either restores the satisfaction of (3, or undoes 
the update M. In the former case, this also restores the constraint a, since (3 
is a necessary and sufficient condition for a to hold after the update executes. 
In the latter case, if M =< +T >, then the corrective update M; =< -T > 
undoes M and restores the original database state, in which a was satisfied. 

Example 4 Once again, we consider the constraint a* and the threatening 
update < +W >. The disjunctive normal form of the negation of (3 is given 
by 

The disjunctive clauses then provide the conditions for an ACC rule template. 
The updates M; are chosen from among the updates that assist a*. Suppose, 
for example, that the designer wishes to model the following corrective action: 
if a frame does not exist for a window assembly WA, then the desired update 
< +W > should be undone, or "rolled back" by subsequently executing the 
correction < -W >. If, however, a frame does exist for WA, but the corre
sponding has_part relation h is missing, then the correction should consist of 
inserting the missing relation h. Then Ml and M2 should be < -W >, and 
M3 should be < +h >, giving the following ACC rule. 

< +W >; < if (-of 1\ -oh) then < -W > 
elseif (-of 1\ h) then < -w > 
elseif (f 1\ -oh) then < +h > 
fl.> 

In many cases the designer anticipates certain states in which the constraint 
is violated and does want a complete rule template, i.e. one that has all the 
elseif components. This is the designer's prerogative; the analysis can provide 
an accurate and complete rule specification, but the designer's extra domain 
knowledge is required to reduce the number of tests after the update, to edit 
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the corrective actions, or to substitute a rollback of the threatening update 
in place of the corrective actions supplied by the analysis. 

5.3 Soundness of the CA and ACC Rules 

The following theorem asserts the soundness of the CA and ACC rules as 
tools for update semantic analysis. 

Theorem 5 Let a be a formula, M an update that threatens a, and let P be 
the static formula equivalent to the weakest precondition of Q with respect to 
M. Then a => MCAa and a=> MACCQ, where MCA is a CA rule of the form 

< if P then M Ii >, 

and MAcc is an ACC rule of the form 

M; < if PI then MI 
elseif f32 then M2 

elseif!3n then Mn 
Ii> . 

Proof. First we show that a=> MCAa. Let I be a state such that I F a. 
If I F P then I F M a since P => M a by the definition of the weakest 
precondition, and I F MCAa. If I F ",P, then I F MCAa because I F Q. 

Now we show that a=> MAcca. Again, let I be a state such that I Fa. 
If IF P then I F "'!3i for all I, so I F MAcca if and only if IF Ma, which 
follows from the fact that P => M a and I F p. If I F ... p, then I F Pi for 
exactly one i, 1 ~ i $ n, and there are two cases for the corrective action 
Mi· If Mi undoes M, then I t= MAccQ because I t= M; Mia if and only if 
I t= Q. If Pi => MiP, then Mi must insert or delete one of the literals in the 
discatenation p, and not the literal inserted or deleted by M. Thus the order 
of the two updates is irrelevant and I t= MAcca if and only if I F (Mi; M)a 
if and only if I F Mi{Ma) if and only if I t= MiP, which follows from the 
fact that Pi => MiP. 0 
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6 IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES 

6.1 User/System-Supplied Data 

One implementation problem is that update rules as described do not pro
vide a mechanism to identify or create new objects. An object identified in 
a relationship to be inserted may not exist in the database, thus violating a 
constraint. For example, if an attempt (possibly as the result of a rule prop
agation) is being made to insert a Connect relationship between a frame and 
a hinge, and the frame does not already exist, then an existence constraint 
between the relationship and its participating objects is violated. A front-end 
selection mechanism gives the user the opportunity to identify the object at 
run time in order to enforce the integrity constraint. An alternative approach 
is to have the system generate an object automatically, which is then added 
to the database as a persistent object and as a component in the relationship. 
Both mechanisms should be provided in order to give the schema designer a 
full range of behavioral choices. 

These mechanisms are modeled here as the meta-events Select(f) and 
Generate(f). Their operational semantics is outside the formal system, but 
are viewed here simply as providers of objects bound to the variable f. 
Select (f) abstracts the interaction process of prompting a user for a frame 
object; Generate(f) abstracts the system process of automatically construct
ing a frame object. The meta-events do not affect the rule generation pro
cess. Designer intervention is needed to distinguish among cases where Select, 
Generate, or neither is appropriate. 

The following example illustrates the incorporation of these events in update 
rules. 

Objects: 
Relationship: 

Integrity Constraint: 

Frame{F), Hinge(H) 
Connect(F, H) 
if Connect{F, H) then Frame(F) 

Rules 1, 2, and 3 below are ACC rules corresponding to three variations of 
enforcing this constraint with respect to an insert of the relationship, Connect 
between a frame and a hinge; rule 1 denies the insert if the frame does not 
existj rule 2 prompts the user to supply a framej and rule 3 generates a frame 
automatically. 

Rulel: 
< +Connect(Fl, Hl) >; 
<if -,Frame(Fdthen < -Connect(F1, Hd > fi> 

Rule2 : 
< +Connect(Fl, Hd; 
<if -,Frame(F1)then 

< -Connect(F1, Hi) >j 

< Select(F2) >j 
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fl.> 
Rule3 : 
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< +Connect(F2, HI) > 

< +Connect(FI , HI}; 
<if ....,Frame(Fdthen 

fl.> 

< -Connect(FI , HI); 
< Generate(F2) >; 
< +Connect(F2' HI) > 

6.2 Evaluable Queries 

At run time conditions in the update rules are evaluated, returning a true 
or false answer. Care must be taken to ensure that these conditions can be 
evaluated as reasonable queries {Van Gelder 1991}. Reasonable queries are 
characterised by the following properties which support an efficient evaluation 
strategy: (I) The solutions of reasonable queries can be completely charac
terised by the constants in the database and the query itself; i.e. domain inde
pendence {Fagin 1982, Ullman 1988}. (2) Efficient mechanisms exist to decide 
whether a query is domain independent or not, to translate a domain inde
pendent query into a form for evaluation such as the relational algebra, and 
to execute the query. The class of evaluable formulas (Demolombe 1982, Van 
Gelder 1991) has been identified as the largest subset of domain independent 
formulas satisfying these properties. An example of an evaluable formula is 
/(x) {:::> ....,p(x) " q(x); x is restricted to be a constant in the relation q. On the 
other hand, 9(x, y) {:::> p(x) V q(y) is not an evaluable formula since 9(X, y) is 
true for arbitrary y when p(x) is true, and vice versa. 

The automatic generation of update rules may result in conditions not 
in this class. Therefore the weakest precondition f3 is restricted to members 
of this class. A similar restriction is imposed on the maintainable integrity 
constraints in related work. 

6.3 Method Complexity 

The derivation process of update rules for a given integrity constraint can be 
realised in cubic polynomial time as a function of the number of operators in 
a formula. This section sketches the algorithm and the respective complexities 
for each of its steps. The algorithm is presented primarily to demonstrate the 
effectiveness of the overall process. 

Let (} denote the integrity constraint to be analysed, and let N denote the 
number of operators in (}. 
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1. Standard transformation of a into reduced CNF: 0(N3 ). 

2. Finding the Weakest Precondition: 0(I092N). Given a in reduced-CNF 
and an atomic update M, find the weakest precondition P of a. This step 
requires a search of abin to select the appropriate subtree as p. 

3. Construct Threatens(a) and Assists(a): 0(N3 ). Given a database in which 
a is satisfied, Threatens(a) is the set of atomic updates whose execution 
may result in a not holding. In the following steps, let T denote an atomic 
formula in a. 
Repeat the following steps until all distinct atomic formulas in a have been 
considered, with the notation as in Lemma 1 of section 3 and Definition 4 
of section 4. (1) Order the clauses in a by T. (2) Determine the matched 
clauses in a. (3) If there is an unmatched clause, Ci, with i > k then 
add < +T > to Threatens( a) and < -T > to Assists( a); otherwise take 
no action. (4) If there is an unmatched clause, Ci, with i :::; k then add 
< -T > to Threatens(a) and < +T > to Assists(a); otherwise take no 
action. 

4. Generate Update Rules: O(N). 

(a) CA Rule: Fill in the rule template with P and M respectively, 0(1). 
(b) ACC Rule: This is a two step task to generate a set of rules from which 

the database designer can choose, O(N), following the template of Defi
nition 6 of section 5.2. (1) Construct the disjunctive normal form of -.p. 
(2) Fill in the condition templates with the disjunctive clauses of -,p. 
(3) For each disjunctive clause of -.p, assign a subset of updates from 
Assists(a) as follows: for each positive literal T in Pi, add < -T > to mi, 
and for each literal -'T in Pi, add < +T > to mi. At this point designer 
feedback is required to construct Mi, the sequence of corrective actions 
in the rule template, from mi, or to elect to undo the triggering update. 

7 CONCLUSION 

Integrity constraints are very useful in advanced database systems such as 
those found in the CAD domain. Constraints express in declarative form the 
complex semantics of relationships among objects. In most advanced systems, 
update rules are specified to enforce the integrity constraints. A system which 
can generate update rules both correctly and automatically is a very impor
tant component for such advanced applications. In this paper, we describe a 
method for generating update rules from integrity constraints in first-order 
logic which can be proven to generate 

1. rules guaranteed to be correct 
2. a complete list of actions which can invalidate a constraint 
3. a complete list of actions which can restore consistency. 
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This is a result of our formal framework, which provides a uniform semantics 
for integrity constraints and update rules. Our method is an efficient syn
tactic derivation process. In addition, it provides rule templates for specifying 
whether the integrity constraint is tested before or after an update is executed. 

This research is part of a larger project to develop a design environment 
for architectural databases, in which both static and behavioral semantics are 
part of the schema specification language. An important part of this project 
will be a rule generator, based on the methods described here, as well as 
related rule analysis tools to be developed. 
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9 A. APPENDIX 

A.I. Event-Formula Language (EFL) 

A.I.I. Language 
The alphabet for the language L includes: 

1. an enumerable set U of constants; 
2. an enumerable set V of variables; 
3. a finite set T of unary relation symbols corresponding to types in a speci

fication; 
4. a finite set ~ of binary relation symbols corresponding to relationships in 

a specification; 
5. the standard logical symbols for equality (=), connectives (V,A,-.) and 

quantifiers ('1,3). 

There are three kinds of well-formed expressions: terms, formulas, and 
events. A term is a variable or a constant. An atomic formula is an expression 
of the form r(tI) or c5(t1, t2), where tland t2 are terms, rET, and c5 E ~. 
The set Fo of static formulas is the least set containing the atomic formulas 
suchthat if a, (3 E Fo and % is a variable then (a V (3), (-.a) and (3%)a belong 
to Fo. We use the standard logical equivalences of propositional logic; e.g. we 
abbreviate -.( -.a V -,(3) to a A (3, -'a V (3 to a -t (3, (a -t (3) A ((3 -t a) to 
a f-t (3, and -. (3%) (-,a) to ('1%) a, and a V (-,a) to true. 

The set n of events is the least set such that iftland t2 are terms, rET, 
o E ~, a E Fo and Ml and M2 are events then 

1. the identity event I d is an event; 
2. the atomic updates +r(td, -r(td, +c5(h,t2) and -O(tl,t2) are events; 

and 
3. (if a then Ml else M2 fl.) and (M1; M2) are events. 
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We abbreviate (if a then MeIse Id fi) to (if a then M fi) and 
(if al then Ml else (if a2 then Mlfi) fi) to (if al then Ml elseif a2 

then M2 fi). 
The set of all formulas is the least extension of the set Fa of static formulas 

such that 

1. if a is a formula and M is an event then M a is a formula; 
2. if a and 13 are formulas and x is a variable then (a V 13), (-,a) and (3x) a 

are formulas. 

If a formula is not static, it is said to be dynamic. 
A database schema is a triple (L, A, E), where A is a non empty finite set 

of formulas and E is a nonempty finite set of events in the given language L. 

A.1.2. Semantics 
The Herbrand universe of the language L is the set U of its constant symbols. 
The Herbrand base B of L is the set of all ground atomic formulas T (Cl), 
d (Cl' C2), where Cl, C2 E U. Any subset of the Herbrand base is identified with 
a database state. A data structure D for L is a pair (S, md), where S = 2B is 
the set of all states and md is a dynamic meaning function on ground events 
that is a binary relation on the set of states. 

We denote by v : U U V -+ U a valuation map from the set of terms to the 
set of constants. Given a valuation v, a variable x and a term t, we denote by 
v~ the valuation obtained from v by substituting the term t for the variable 
x; i.e. v~(x) = v(t), and v~(y) = v(y) for all variables y :j:. x. We define 
equality of terms in the usual manner: two terms tl and t2 are equal under 
the valuation v, written (tl = t2)[V], if and only if 

where =u is the standard notion of equality on the set U. 
For our purposes we define the notions of satisfaction and dynamic meaning 

as follows. If D = (S, md) is a data structure, I E S is a database state, and v 

is a valuation, we define the satisfaction of a formula a in the state I under v, 
denoted I F= a [v], and the dynamic meaning of an event M under v, denoted 
md (M [v]), by simultaneous induction as follows. 

1. If a is an atomic formula then I F= a [v) if and only if a [v) E I. 
2. If a and 13 are formulas then I F= (a V (3) [v] if and only if either I F a [v] 

or I F= 13 [v). 
3. If a is a formula then I F (--.a) [v] iff it is not the case that I F a [v). 
4. If a is a formula and x is a variable then I F= (3x) a [v) iff there is a constant 

c E U such that I F= a [v~). 
5. The dynamic meaning of the identity event is md(Id) = {(I, I) : I E S}. 
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6. If 0' is an atomic formula then 

md( +0' [v)) = {(I, J) : J = I U 0' [v]} and 

md(-O' [v)) = {(I, J) : J = 1\ 0' [v]}. 

7. If Ml and M2 are events then md ((M1 ; M2)[V]) = 

{(I, J) : 3K E S such that (I, K) E md(Mdv)) and (K, J) E md(M2[v))} 

8. If 0' is a static formula and Ml and M2 are events then 

md ((if 0' then Ml else M2 fi)[v)) = 

{(I, J) : I 1= 0' [v) and (I, J) E md(Mdv])} U 

{(I, J) : I 1= (-'0') [v) and (I, J) E md(M2[v))} 

9. If 0' is a formula and M is an event then I 1= (M 0') [v) if and only if 

3J E S such that (I, J) E md(M[v]) and J 1= 0' [v) . 

We emphasise that the above definitions are made with respect to a partic
ular data structure D = (S, md). If there is some ambiguity over which data 
structure is involved, we write I I=D 0' [v). The notions of validity, tautology 
and equivalence are defined with respect to the above concepts. 

A formula 0' is valid in a state I, denoted I 1= 0', if and only if I 1= 0' [v) 
for every valuation v. A formula 0' is valid for a data structure D = (S, md), 
denoted I=D 0', if and only if I I=D 0' for every state I E S. A formula 0' is 
a tautology, denoted 1= 0', if and only if I=D 0' for every data structure Din 
the language L. We define the equivalence of two formulas in the standard 
way: 0' is equivalent to {3, denoted 0' ¢} {3, if and only if 0' ++ {3 is a tautology. 
Similarly, 0' implies {3, denoted 0' => {3, if and only if 0' -t {3 is a tautology. 

Notice that a formula is valid in a state I if and only if it is satisfied in I 
under all possible valuations. There is no corresponding notion of validity for 
events since satisfaction of events is not defined. The dynamic meaning of an 
event is only defined with respect to a valuation. 

A.2. Proof of Theorem 2 

We give the proof for the case where M is an atomic deletion < -T >. The 
other case is entirely analogous. First we show that {3 -t M 0' is valid. Let 
I E S be any database state for which I 1= {3. If J is any state for which 
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(I, J) E md(M) then J = 1\ {r}. Since r is not an atomic formula of {3, 
J F {3 as well, and of course J F (-,r). Since C\' /\ (-,r) is equivalent to 
(3 /\ (-,r) then J F C\' /\ (-,r), so J F C\' and I FMC\'. 

If / is any formula such that F (/ -t M C\') then let I be any database state 
for which I F /. From the assumption, I FMC\' and J F C\' for some J 
such that (/, J) E md(M); i.e., for J = 1\ {r}. Therefore, J F C\' /\ (-,r) and 
J F {3/\ (-,r). Since r is not an atomic formula of {3, I F {3. 0 

A.3. Proof of Theorem 3 

(1) ¢} (2): < +r > threatens C\' if and only if 31 E S such that I F C\' and 
IF -, « +r > C\') if and only if 3 (/, J) E md« +r » such that IF C\' and 
J F -'C\' if and only if 31, J E S such that J = I U { r }, I = J \ { r }, I F C\' and 
J F -'C\' if and only if 3 (J, I) E md( < -r » such that J F -'C\' and I F C\' 

if and only if 3J E S such that J F -'C\' and J F< -r > C\' if and only if 
< -r > assists C\'. 

(1) => (3): Suppose every clause Gj with i > k has a matching clause. Then 
for all i > k, 

C\' => (rVPi2V,,,VPin)/\(-,rVPi2V,,,VPin) 

¢} Pi2 V ... V Pin 

and C\' => {3, where /3 is the discatenation of C\' with respect to < +r >. Since 
{3 is the weakest precondition by Theorem 2, then {3 =>< +r > C\'. Hence, 
C\' =>< +r > C\', and < +r > does not threaten C\'. 

(3) => (I): Let Gi be a clause without a matching clause, where Gi is of the 
form 

Let I be any database state in which the clause 

is satisfied; that is, I F /. Since Gi does not have a matching clause, then for 
all j ~ k there is at least one literal Pjl such that Pjl ¢} -,Pil , so that 

for all j ~ k. Since "y => -,r as well, then "y => C\', and IFC\'. On the other 
hand, if J is any state such that (I, J) E md( < +r » then J = Iu {r} and J 
F r /\ -, Pi2/\ '" /\ -,Pin , and J F -,Gi , and J F -, C\', and I F -, < +r >C\', 
so < +r > threatens Q. 0 


